medium spiny neurons (MSNs; Gerfen, 1988) . The interneurons comprise the remaining 5% and include the GABAergic fast spiking interneurons (FSIs), the tonically active neurons (TANs), and other interneurons, which have been the subject of very few studies. Despite their scarcity the FSIs and the TANs can effectively alter the activity of the projection neurons (Tepper and Bolam, 2004; Ding et al., 2010) . Specifically, the TANs, presumably cholinergic interneurons (Wilson et al., 1990; Bennett and Wilson, 1999) , have been studied extensively in behaving monkeys and shown to respond to events of motivational significance such as reward and stimuli predictive of reward (Kimura et al., 1984; Apicella et al., 1991 Apicella et al., , 1997 Aosaki et al., 1994; Morris et al., 2004) . In recent years, studies suggest that the TANs' role may not be confined to reward and motivation but to a broader range of processes such as detection of aversive stimuli (Blazquez et al., 2002; Ravel et al., 2003; Yamada et al., 2004) , recognition of the context in which motivationally significant stimuli are presented (Shimo and Hikosaka, 2001; Yamada et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2006; Ravel et al., 2006) and detection of spatial locations of stimuli (Shimo and Hikosaka, 2001; Ravel et al., 2006) . A few studies have shown that TANs are
IntroductIon
The striatum, which is the main input structure of the basal ganglia, has been implicated in a variety of functions essential to shaping behavior such as goal-directed actions, action selection, habit formation, reward evaluation, flexible shifting of responses, and motor skill learning (Jog et al., 1999; Ragozzino, 2003; Costa et al., 2004; Yin et al., 2004 Yin et al., , 2005 Lau and Glimcher, 2007; Gan et al., 2010) . The striatum receives projections originating from wide portions of cortical areas (Parent and Hazrati, 1995) providing it with the information required for performing such diverse functions. Based on its input topography, the striatum has been divided into three functionally distinct regions: the dorsolateral striatum (DLS) which integrates sensorimotor information, the dorsomedial striatum (DMS), which integrates associative information and the ventral striatum (VS) which integrates limbic information (Joel and Weiner, 1994; Yin and Knowlton, 2006; Graybiel, 2008; Humphries and Prescott, 2010) . The striatum consists of a relatively small number of cell types: the GABAergic projection neurons and a few types of interneurons. The projection neurons, comprising about 95% of striatal population, are the Putative cholinergic interneurons in the ventral and dorsal regions of the striatum have distinct roles in a two choice alternative association task
The striatum consists of GABAergic projection neurons and various types of interneurons. Despite their relative scarcity, these interneurons play a key role in information processing in the striatum. One such class of interneurons is the cholinergic tonically active neurons (TANs). In the dorsal striatum, TANs are traditionally considered to be responsive to events of motivational significance. However, in recent years, studies have suggested that TANs are not exclusively related to reward and reward-predicting stimuli, but may contribute to other processes, including responses to aversive stimuli, detecting the spatial location of stimuli and generating movement. Currently there is little data concerning TAN activity in the ventral striatum (VS) of behaving animals. Here, we simultaneously recorded neurons in the ventral and the dorsolateral (DLS) regions of the striatum while animals performed a two choice alternative association task. Our data show that a large percentage of the putative TANs in both regions responded around movement initiation and execution. The majority of these neurons exhibited directional selectivity which was stronger in DLS relative to VS. In addition, the preferred directions in VS were mostly contralateral to the recording site whereas the observed preferred directions in DLS were equally distributed contralaterally and ipsilaterally to the recording site. The most interesting difference between DLS and VS was that DLS TANs maintained activity alterations throughout the movement whereas TANs in VS exhibited short-lasting phasic activity alterations that were maintained throughout the movement by different neurons. Our findings suggest that coding of movement by TANs in both regions overlaps to some degree, yet the differences in response patterns support the notion that the TANs in DLS participate in the motor loop whereas TANs in VS convey event-related information such as movement initiation, movement direction, and end of movement. also involved in movement control (Lee et al., 2006; Ravel et al., 2006) . The vast majority of studies examining TAN activity in behaving monkeys have been conducted in the dorsal striatum, and mostly report similar responses in the caudate and putamen which are homologous to the rat DLS and DMS, respectively (but see, Yamada et al., 2004) . Unlike the TANs in the DLS and the DMS, information about TAN activity in the VS is still lacking.
We addressed the role of TANs in the DLS and the VS by simultaneously recording activity of neuronal ensembles in these regions while rats performed a two choice alternative association task. We compared the nature of the TANs' response patterns observed in the two regions during movement execution to test to what extent their activations in the different regions overlap in order to decipher their specific contribution to task performance.
MaterIals and Methods
All procedures were approved by Bar Ilan University institutional animal care and use committee and were performed in accordance with the National Institutes of Health guidelines.
BehavIoral paradIgM
The training procedure has previously been described in detail . Briefly, adult male Long-Evans rats were pretrained to nose poke a hole and wait for a tone (12 kHz) to receive 50 μl of water. The time delay to the tone was gradually increased until rats consistently waited for 550-700 ms during 85% of the trials. Upon reaching criterion rats were removed from the water deprivation protocol and underwent surgery. After about 7-10 days of recovery, animals started training on the two choice alternative association task. In this stage, after nose poking the center hole for 550-700 ms, either a high (18 kHz) or a low (7 kHz) tone was played and two side doors covering holes located left and right to the center hole opened. Depending on the tone played, rats had to nose poke either the left hole (18 kHz) or the right hole (7 kHz). After each correct trial, rats received 50 μl of water as a reward in the poked hole. An error trial occurred when a rat nose poked the wrong side hole. In this case, the rat was forced to repeat the trial until performed correctly to prevent the development of a side preference. The intertrial interval changed randomly, ranging between 14 and 24 s. An infrared source-detector system was installed behind each door, to detect the entrance and retraction of the rat's snout into and from the hole. Each session continued until at least 35 correct responses were made in each direction (70 correct trials). For 2 weeks rats trained one session a day during which a criterion of above 80% correct responses was reached. Although recordings were made throughout training, we report here only on the best day of training, when performance was above criterion.
surgIcal procedure
The surgical procedure has previously been described in detail (Nicolelis et al., 1997; Jacobson et al., 2009) . In brief, adult male Long-Evans rats weighing 350-450 g (Harlan and Taconic) were initially sedated by 5% isoflurane and then injected i.m. with ketamine HCl and xylazine HCl (100 and 10 mg/kg, respectively). Supplementary injections of ketamine and xylazine were given as required. The rat's head was fixed in a stereotaxic frame (Kopf Instruments, USA). An incision was made to expose the skull surface, connective tissue was removed and the skull surface cleaned. Two craniotomies, slightly larger than the electrode arrays, were made bilaterally above the dorsolateral (AP = 0.5; ML = 3.9; Depth = 3.9) and ventral striatum (nucleus accumbens; AP = −1.5; ML = 1.8; Depth = 6.9). 4 × 4 or 4 × 8 electrode arrays made with isonel coated tungsten wires (diameters of 35 or 50 microns) were slowly lowered into the brain. Electrodes were fixed in place using dental cement, leaving only the connectors exposed.
Electrode placement was confirmed histologically after performing electrolytic lesions, perfusion with 4% formalin, and brain fixation with 20% sucrose, formalin, cryostat sectioning with 60 μm slice thickness, and cresyl violet staining.
data collectIon
Neural activity was amplified, band-pass filtered at 150-8000 Hz, and sampled at 40 kHz using a multichannel acquisition processor system (MAP system; Plexon Inc, Dallas, TX, USA). The activity was initially sorted online; however, all waveforms exceeding a selected threshold were saved for later analysis. Offline sorting was done on all recorded units to ensure that only single units were used in this study.
neuronal classIfIcatIon
Neurons were classified using three parameters: firing rate, coefficient of variation (cv), and valley to amplitude ratio (VAR). Firing rate was calculated as number of recorded spikes divided by session duration. The cv was calculated by dividing the standard deviation of the inter spike intervals (ISIs) by their mean. The VAR was calculated as the absolute value of the first valley in the waveform divided by the difference between its minimum value and the following maximum (see inset in Figure 2A ).
The percent of time with ISIs > 2 s was calculated as in (SchmitzerTorbert and Redish, 2008; Gage et al., 2010) by summing over ISIs longer than 2 s and dividing the sum by the total recording time.
data analysIs

Movement-related neurons
Neurons were considered movement related only if the following two conditions were met: (1) their firing rate during left or right movements was significantly different from their baseline firing rate measured two seconds prior to trial initiation; and (2) their firing rate during left or right movements was significantly different from their firing rate during the waiting period in which rats nose poked the center hole and waited to hear the played tone without moving. Firing rates were compared using the Wilcoxon signed rank test, with a criterion of p < 0.01.
Direction selective units
Movements were divided into three phases: beginning, middle, and end. Movement-related neurons were tested for directional selectivity by testing for significant differences in their firing rate during left and right movements during each of these phases using the Wilcoxon rank sum test with a criterion of p < 0.01. If a significant difference was found in one or more phases, the unit was considered to be direction selective.
shown in Figures 1A,B , respectively. Although the electrode tips were positioned ±100 μm above and below the presented planar sections, recording sites of all animals were projected and plotted on the sections with the largest number of recording sites ( Figure 1C ; DLS: Bregma = −3.86; and VS: Bregma = −6.82). Reconstruction of electrode positioning showed that the recording electrodes were confined to the DLS and VS ( Figure 1C) . A total of 88 and 80 wellisolated neurons were recorded during the best performed session in DLS and VS, respectively. Firing properties such as firing rate, cv, relative quiescence periods and waveform properties such as duration, valley to peak amplitude (VPA) and VAR of the recorded neurons were closely examined. Several of these properties enabled classification of the neurons into three well-separated clusters. The best separation was obtained when the firing rates, the cvs, and the VARs were used (Figure 2A ). These parameters enabled classification of the recorded neurons into three groups: putative medium spiny neurons (pMSNs), putative tonically active neurons (pTANs), and putative fast spiking interneurons (pFSIs). Firing rate better isolated the pFSIs which typically exhibit high firing rates. The cv better isolated the pMSNs which typically exhibit high values because of their phasic firing pattern. The VAR better isolated the pTANs because their long duration spikes are cut at the end of the
The normalized average direction selective neuron
The preferred direction of a neuron was determined by comparing its firing rates calculated throughout the movements in each direction and averaged over trials. The direction in which the neuron exhibited a higher firing rate was termed the preferred direction. The other direction was termed the non-preferred direction. Each movement within a trial was divided into nine equal bins and the firing rate was calculated for all neurons in each of the nine bins. The firing rate in each bin was then averaged per neuron over the entire session during trials in the preferred and non-preferred directions separately. In order to examine population activity, each neuron's activity was normalized according to the bin with the highest rate. Then the firing rate of the entire population of neurons during each bin was averaged in the two directions separately.
Selectivity index (SI)
The SI of a neuron was defined by the following equation:
FR L and FR R are the average firing rates of each neuron during left and right trials, respectively. The firing rates in all trials were calculated in 100 ms bins taken at the beginning, middle, and end of the movement. The final SI of a neuron was the SI averaged over the three movement phases.
Trial classification
Spike counts in 100 ms bins at the beginning, middle, and end of movement were calculated for all trials. Spike count histograms were constructed and normalized to generate probability distributions of spike counts for left and right movements. The probabilities of drawing a given spike count during a trial were calculated for the left and right separately, and the movement direction in that trial was determined by the larger probability of the two.
results recordIng neural actIvIty durIng the perforMance of an assocIatIon task
The performance of association tasks has been linked to activation of both the dorsal and the ventral regions of the striatum (Atallah et al., 2007) making this task ideal for studying the similarities and differences in DLS and VS ensemble activation. In the present study rats were trained on a two choice alternative association task in which they had to associate movement to the left and to the right with a high and a low pitch tone, respectively (see Materials and Methods). 12 Long-Evans male rats were trained on the task for 2 weeks during which a criterion of above 80% correct responses was met. On average, rats reached criterion after 8 days of training. The average reaction time (the time period from playing the tone until movement onset) and movement duration in the best performed session were 0.16 ± 0.05 s and 0.32 ± 0.06 s, respectively. In this report, we include data collected during the best performed session of each rat.
We recorded neural activity in both DLS and VS using electrode arrays of 32 and 16 tungsten wires with diameters of 35 and 50 microns. An example of electrode positioning in DLS and in VS is (Alexander and DeLong, 1985; Hikosaka et al., 1989; Aosaki et al., 1994; Raz et al., 1996; Joshua et al., 2008; Schmitzer-Torbert and Redish, 2008; Inokawa et al., 2010) .
the ptans In dls and In vs exhIBIt dIfferentIal dIrectIon selectIvIty durIng MoveMent
Throughout our recordings, we observed that many of the pTANs changed their firing rates during several behavioral events compared to their basal firing rate. The neurons increased or decreased their firing rate during different parts of a trial. For example, the raster plots and peri-event time histograms (PETHs) shown in Figure 3A belong to a pTAN that increased its firing rate prior to trial initiation and during movement to the left ( Figure 3A; top panel) and then decreased its firing rate during reward receipt and consumption ( Figure 3A ; bottom panel). It should be noted that this type of reward-related activity was more frequent in VS. We also observed that the pTANs could respond differentially during movements to the left and to the right. The pTAN in the example did not change its firing rate during movement to the right ( Figure 3A ; middle panel). Quantitatively, we considered a neuron to be movement related if its firing rate during movement was significantly sampled segment ( Figure 2D ) making the valley to following peak values smaller relative to valley amplitude and consequently isolates the TANs from waveforms which are fully captured like the FSIs and the MSNs. The contribution of the VAR to the isolation of the pTANs is shown in the 2D plot in Figure 2B .
To minimize the likelihood of falsely assigning a neuron to a specific group, a set of parameters was defined for each of the groups such that if a neuron exhibited a clear separation on two of the parameters but deviated on the third, it was excluded from the analysis. Application of this strict rule excluded about 10% of the neurons. The excluded neurons are marked by a + sign in Figure 2A . The ISI probability histograms of neurons representative of the three groups and the average waveforms of all neurons within these groups are shown in Figure 2C . The pMSNs exhibited both short and long ISIs whereas the FSIs rarely exhibited ISIs longer than 200 ms. In addition, the pTANs exhibited prolonged refractory periods and tonic firing with random ISIs. The final verification of the classification was based on the calculation of the percentage of time with ISIs longer than 2 s (see Materials and Methods). As expected, the vast majority of pTANs and pFSIs did not show any long pauses in firing. This contrasts with the pMSNs which were quiescent for the greater part of the recording sessions ( Figure 2E) .
Overall we recorded 39 and 49 pTANs in DLS and VS, respectively. The pTANs in both striatal regions exhibited similar properties. For example their firing rates were 4.87 ± 1.63 Hz in DLS and 4.33 ± 1.64 Hz in VS; their cvs were 1.06 ± 0.19 in DLS and 0.97 ± 0.24 in VS; their VARs were 0.92 ± 0.07 in DLS and 
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Frontiers in Systems Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org performed a movement to the left (ipsilateral preference) or to the right (contralateral preference). Surprisingly, neurons in VS exhibited a significant preference for the contralateral direction (82% contralateral vs. 18% ipsilateral) whereas neurons in DLS did not exhibit a preferred laterality (54% contralateral vs. 46% ipsilateral; p < 0.05, Chi-square test, Figure 3C ). Overall, our recordings clearly show that pTANs in DLS and in VS exhibit significant movement-related activations with strong directional selectivity that cannot be distinguished based on the size of the responding population. However, the pTANs in VS had a strong preference for movements in directions contralateral to the recording site whereas the pTANs in DLS responded to movement in both directions regardless of recording site, which is suggestive of their different functions.
dIrectIon selectIve ptans exhIBIt dIfferentIal phasIc actIvatIon In dls and vs
We next investigated whether the patterns of responses in DLS and VS are similar or distinct. We first examined the representative neurons in each of these regions by averaging the normalized firing different (p < 0.01) from its firing rate during the intertrial interval and while nose poking the center hole (the waiting period) regardless of movement direction (see Materials and Methods). On the basis of these criteria, the vast majority of the recorded pTANs were found to be movement related ( Figure 3B) . The percentages of movement-related neurons were similar in DLS (31 out of 39; 79%) and in VS (41 out of 49; 84% p > 0.5).
To test whether the pTANs are direction selective we compared the activity of movement-related neurons during left and right movements (see Materials and Methods). We observed that the majority of the pTANs were selective for movement direction ( Figure 3B ) and usually increased their firing rate during movement in the preferred direction while maintaining basal firing rates in the other direction or slightly decreasing it ( Figure 3A ; top and middle panels). The percentages of direction selective neurons were higher in the DLS (26 out of 31; 84%) compared to VS (28 out of 41; 68%) but the difference was not significant (p = 0.13).
We then tested whether direction selective neurons have preferred laterality; that is, we examined whether neurons recorded in the left hemisphere responded more strongly when the animal lasting only a fraction of the movement whereas neurons in DLS tended to exhibit prolonged responses typically lasting two consecutive parts and even throughout the movement. The percent of pTANs exhibiting selectivity during a single phase was significantly higher in VS (83%) compared to DLS (33%; p < 0.01). To verify this result we calculated the overlap in the neuronal population during 2 consecutive phases of movement. Indeed, the overlap in neuronal activation during the beginning and middle parts of the movement was higher in DLS (9/23; 39%) compared to VS (3/21; 14%) and reached significance when comparing the middle and end parts of the movements (DLS: 17/25; 68%; VS: 5/25; 20%; p < 0.01).
The observed activation patterns indicate that VS pTANs exhibit short-lasting phasic responses during different parts of the movement whereas DLS pTANs contribute throughout the movement.
To differentiate the contributions of population size and modulation strength to the normalized average neuron in both regions, we calculated selectivity indices for each of the pTAN populations. Selectivity indices averaged over DLS pTANs were significantly higher than the pTANs of VS ( Figure 4C ; DLS: SI = 0.57; n = 10; and VS: SI = 0.30; n = 7, Wilcoxon rank sum test, p < 0.01). The rate of each neuron over all direction selective neurons. Despite the fact that the number of direction selective pTANs in the two striatal regions was similar, the firing patterns of the average neurons in these regions were different. In DLS the average firing rate in the preferred direction resembled a bell shape while in VS the average firing rate was concave with a slight increase toward the end of the movement ( Figure 4A; top and bottom, respectively) .
To pinpoint the source of this difference we calculated the number of neurons contributing selectively to the normalized response during different phases of the movement and also calculated the magnitude of the difference in firing rates during left and right movements. Based on the firing pattern of the normalized average neuron we divided the movement duration per trial into three parts: beginning, middle, and end. We compared the activity during left and right movements and tested in each part whether the firing rates in the two directions were significantly different. This allowed us to map the response of each pTAN to one of seven optional patterns depicted in Figure 4B . The observed distributions of pTAN activity patterns in DLS and VS were significantly different. Neurons in VS tended to exhibit sharp phasic responses 
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Frontiers in Systems Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org similar proportions of movement related and direction selective pTANs. Nevertheless, the firing patterns of pTANs in both regions were quite different at the single cell level and the population. First, the preferred direction of pTANs in VS was typically contralateral to the recording site whereas in DLS the preferred direction of different pTANs was equally distributed ipsilaterally and contralaterally. In addition, pTANs in DLS tended to be selective throughout the movement while pTANs in VS mostly showed transient selectivity during different parts of the movement. Finally, pTANs in the DLS exhibited higher values of selectivity indices compared to pTANs in VS and consequently were better at providing information regarding movement direction at the single trial level. The significant movement-related TAN activity we observed in our study challenges traditional assumptions concerning the role of TANs in reward and motivation. A few studies have reported TAN responses related to movement that seem to concur with our results (Lee et al., 2006; Ravel et al., 2006) . In Lee et al. (2006) the percent of TANs that responded to movement reached 74% when movement was self timed by the animal, compared to less than 40% when movement was cued. The majority of studies in nonhuman primates have used behavioral paradigms which require a "go" cue for movement initiation which may reduce the likelihood of identifying movement-related TAN activation. Ravel et al. (2006) found that one-quarter of striatal TANs responded to the direction of movement and one-quarter responded to the context in which the stimulus-movement combination occurred. In our paradigm these two conditions cannot be distinguished because the number of error trials performed by the well trained animals was too low to enable reliable analysis of neuronal activity, suggesting that it is possible that some of the TANs we identified as movement-related code for movement in a specific context. Another possible explanation is the different movement requirements from behaving monkeys and behaving rats. In most studies that examine TAN activity in behaving monkeys, the subjects are restrained in their seat, their head is fixed, and the movements required of them are minimal. In our task, as in most behaving rat experiments, the rat is not restrained and is required to perform a complex movement which strongly activates the motor cortex and likely the thalamus, and as a result the striatum.
The MSNs in the striatum have been shown to respond strongly during motor skill learning and assuming some similarity in the afferents of different striatal cell types supports the ability of TANs in dorsal striatum to exhibit motor responses. Indeed, Nambu et al. (2002) showed that stimulation of the primary motor cortex and the supplementary motor area caused excitation in both MSNs and TANs. In addition, about 60% of TANs were activated during passive or active movement of the forelimb. Thus, it is likely that in addition to other aspects of behavior, TANs in the rat DLS, which is the homologue of the monkey putamen, is involved in passive and active movements.
Even though movement-related activity is expected in the DLS, it is quite intriguing to see such activity in VS, a structure associated mainly with reward and motivation. However, this type of activity is in line with the hypothesized role of VS as a "limbic-motor interface" as proposed by Mogenson et al. (1980) . Contrary to activity in the DLS, TANs in the VS show short-lasting, phasic direction selectivity. These TANs may provide an informative signal that a differences in selectivity indices calculated for DLS and VS during the three movement phases were not significant (DLS: 0.49, 0.59, and 0.63; VS: 0.23, 0.39, and 0.29, p > 0.1) . In DLS, the percent of direction selective neurons during the middle (77%) and end (85%) of movement was almost twice as high as that at the beginning (46%) of the movement whereas in VS these differences were moderate (39, 46, and 61%; at the beginning, middle, and end of movement, respectively; Figure 4B ). It seems that the modulation strength and the population size are synergistic in action and therefore contribute together to the observed modulation in the response of the normalized average neuron (Figure 4A) . The difference in selectivity indices and population size between the two regions indicates that pTANs in DLS exhibit more pronounced activation when animals move in the preferred direction compared to pTANs in VS.
In order to further elucidate the differences in neuronal activation between DLS and VS we tested how well we could predict the movement direction of any given trial from the neuronal firing. For each neuron, the firing histograms during left and right movements were calculated and normalized. A trial was classified as a left or a right movement trial if the number of spikes released during this trial was more likely to be drawn from the normalized firing histogram of that direction excluding the trial itself (see methods). The percent of correctly classified trials was calculated for all neurons in both regions during the three movement phases. As expected from the selectivity indices, the activity of pTANs in DLS enabled a more reliable classification of the trials into left and right movements than that of pTANS in VS (DLS: n = 10; 64, 71, and 71%; VS: n = 7; 58, 61, and 59%; for beginning, middle, and end of movement, respectively; p < 0.01; Figure 4D ). The classification quality was similar during the different movement phases in both regions (p > 0.5) and in both regions, it was significantly better than chance level (p < 0.01). Importantly, in both regions there were neurons that were much better than the average in predicting movement direction (DLS: 80, 89, and 95%; and VS: 71, 72 , and 72%; Figure 4E ) suggesting that this information is readily available in both regions.
We conclude that the difference in pTANs' activation in the two striatal regions results from two sources: the first is that pTANs in DLS tend to show more pronounced directional selectivity by exhibiting a stronger firing rate during movements in the preferred relative to the non-preferred direction. Secondly, the responses of pTANs in DLS are prolonged relative to those of pTANS in VS which exhibit short-lasting phasic responses. This kind of firing pattern is expected to flatten the average normalized firing because different neurons contribute during different parts of the movement, each with a smaller SI. Consequently, both regions enable extraction of information regarding movement direction that is significantly better than chance level, yet DLS provided more reliable information than VS.
dIscussIon
In this study we simultaneously measured the neural activity of pTANs in DLS and VS while rats performed an associative task. Our data show without a doubt that the majority of the recorded pTANs in both striatal regions are movement related, and that most of them are also direction selective. In both regions, we observed
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Frontiers in Systems Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org movement was initiated and to which direction, rather than taking part directly in movement control as is the case for the DLS TANs. The primary output region of the VS is the ventral pallidum, which is considered to be a central convergence point for many structures related to reward including the orbitofrontal, prefrontal and infralimbic cortices, the amygdala, lateral hypothalamus, ventral tegmental area, etc. (Smith et al., 2009) . It is possible that after an action has been selected and initiated VS conveys the information regarding the action to ventral pallidum, where integration with the action outcome occurs. As part of the theoretically segregated limbic loop, it is still unclear how VS receives information regarding motor responses. One possibility is that this information is conveyed by the pedunculopontine nucleus (PPn) in the brainstem. The PPn plays a role in the production and control of movement (reviewed in Jenkinson et al., 2009 ) and has been shown to respond to sensory and motor task events (Matsumura et al., 1997; Pan and Hyland, 2005) . On the other hand, the PPn also receives inputs from many reward-related structures, including the ventral pallidum (Semba and Fibiger, 1992; Mena-Segovia et al., 2004; Winn, 2006) and provides one of the strongest excitatory inputs to the ventral tegmental area and substantia nigra pars compacta in the midbrain (Scarnati et al., 1984; Blaha and Winn, 1993; Pan and Hyland, 2005; Mena-Segovia et al., 2008) . It is possible that the PPn conveys task-event information to the dopamine neurons of the midbrain, and this information is in turn conveyed to the VS. Further studies are required to clarify whether the information processed by TANs in VS is motor in nature or rather specific information essential for task performance such as movement direction, movement onset etc., and to locate the circuits transferring this information to the VS.
An important issue to address is why our neuronal sampling was skewed toward TANs rather than the neurons prevalent in striatum -the MSNs. Other studies in rats that have recorded activity in the striatum using tetrodes report that the majority of the recorded neurons were MSNs as expected from their prevalence in the striatum. Although the source of this misrepresentation is not clear, it is possible that the wire diameter used in our recording electrodes may have been a contributing factor. The 50 micron wires enable a larger detection volume which increases the likelihood of detecting large currents generated by distant large neurons like the TANs while losing the sensitivity required for detecting small currents generated by small cells like the MSNs and the FSIs. On the other hand, when recording neural activity in mice using microwires of 35 and 50 microns in diameter, the misrepresentation observed in rats disappear (unpublished data and see also Costa et al., 2006; Yin et al., 2009) . Further studies have to be performed in order to clarify this issue.
conclusIon
The differences we observed in the firing patterns of TANs in DLS and in VS support a distinct role for this type of interneuron in each striatal region. TANs in the DLS mostly exhibited directional selectivity that continued throughout the movement duration, peaking around halfway, reminiscent of movement kinematics for ballistic movements. It is possible, therefore, that these interneurons participate in the motor loop and are involved in real-time control of movements. The pTANs in VS, on the other hand, showed short-lasting transient directional selectivity that was maintained throughout the movement by different neurons. Consequently, these neurons better fit to provide information regarding different movement-related events such as movement direction, movement initiation and expectation of movement ending. Our study calls for reassessment of the TANs' role in motor processing using a variety of behavioral paradigms.
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